SHIFT
AL T
MORE WOMEN
ARE EMBRACING
ALTERNATIVE
MEDICINE AS A
SECOND CAREER
OR AS THE RESULT
OF A PERSONAL
WAKE-UP CALL. WE
PEEL AWAY THE
LAYERS OF FIVE
NOTABLE HEALERS
TO LEARN ABOUT
THEIR METHODS,
THEIR MOTIVATIONS,
AND HOW YOU CAN
BENEFIT FROM
THEIR EXPERTISE.
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natural healer
SARAH CIMPERMAN
Naturopathic Doctor
What I do Instead of just focusing on symptoms, naturopathic
doctors address the underlying
causes of sickness, like poor
diet and lack of exercise. We’re
trained in conventional medicine
as well as in natural therapies.
Who should see me People who
suffer from chronic conditions,
like diabetes and high blood
pressure, and those who want to
prevent disease.
Why I do it I was all set to go to a
conventional medical school when
a woman I worked with at my
university’s women’s center told
me about her son. He was suffering from thyroid problems that his
doctor couldn’t resolve, so she
tried an N.D. instead of an M.D. I’d
never heard of naturopathic medicine, but her success sparked my
curiosity. Immediately, I changed
my focus—and my school. It’s so
fulfilling to help people strengthen
their overall health and avoid more
serious interventions.

LAYERING Rx
Choose a blouse or
sweater cut low
enough to let just a
little bit of camisole
peek through.
Tunic T in light green
by Stewart + Brown,
$73; stewartbrown.com.
Sheer coral Martine
blouse by Joie, $198;
kristak.com. Weather-
resistant hooded
seamed coat in cayenne by Eileen Fisher,
$218; eileenfisher.com.
Snook pants in dark
dust by Kimberly Ovitz,
$300; kimberlyovitz
.com. Vintage watch
and pearl necklace by
Wasabi, $99; at Blue
Ground, 585-249-9040.
= eco-friendly
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stress eraser
ROBERTA LEE
Internal/Integrative
Medicine Specialist
What I do I treat patients using
integrative medicine, functional
medicine, ethnobotany (the relationship between people and
plants), and stress reduction. I
help people make lifestyle
changes to maximize wellness.
Who should see me Anyone
looking for a primary physician to
reduce her stress and empower
her to take control of her health.
Why I do it I’ve loved watching
things heal since I was a child.
I used to help my grandfather
grow herbs and make medicinal
soups for relatives in San Francisco’s Chinatown. But working
as a general practitioner in Micronesia really opened my eyes. I
was amazed at how much Pacific
Islanders knew about the healing power of plants; then I learned
that 80 percent of people in developing countries rely on natural
healing. Integrative medicine is
the perfect blend of science and
that traditional knowledge.

LAYERING Rx
Pile on necklaces
of similar scale
but varying lengths.
Don’t be afraid
to mix all kinds of
metals and stones.
Crinkle tank in light
green by Eddie Bauer,
$50; eddiebauer.com.
Gwinnie cardigan in
forest green by Joie,
$238; saksfifthavenue
.com. Gray pleat pants
with one side zipper
by Society for Rational
Dress, $345; at Diavolina, 310-550 -1341.
Necklaces by Chrissy
L. and Amanda
Pearl; see p.138 for
buying information.

energy mover
DEB RUFFALO
Chinese Medicine Practitioner
What I do We look at the mind
and body as a whole organism
instead of fragmenting the body
into parts and isolating symptoms.
Healing comes from an energy
flow within, and acupuncture needles act like flagpoles, signaling to
the body where imbalances exist.
Who should see me Those who
are experiencing acute pain or
are at the onset of an illness.
Also, anyone interested in reducing stress and anxiety.
Why I do it I used to work in PR
and came home every day feeling
like I wasn’t making a difference.
I carried around an article about
the opening of an integrative
medicine center in New York City
for six months before I wrote to
see if I could shadow the practitioners. With the acupuncturists,
I felt an undeniable urge that
this was my calling. I love that
people feel better after seeing
me—sometimes instantly.

LAYERING Rx
Belt a sweater at
your natural waist,
the narrowest part
of your body. (It’s
usually higher than
where your pants hit.)
Charmed feather top
by Ali Ro, $225; ali-ro
.com. Cream wrap
cardigan by Stewart
+ Brown, $294; stewart
brown.com. Cotton
corduroy leggings in
gray/blue by Hue, $34;
bloomingdales.com.
Skinny brown leather
belt by Adrienne Vittadini, $45; at Lord &
Taylor, 212-391-3344.
Cantara boots by Circa
Joan & David, $275;
800-999-1877 for stores.
Bangles by Alexis Bittar,
Mixology, Paige
Novick, and Rosena
Sammi; see p. 138 for
buying information.
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holistic hero
KARLENE CHINQUEE
Holistic Obstetrician/Gynecologist
What I do My patients have the
option of a traditional gynecologic
evaluation and lab tests. But if they
have other issues, from waning
libido to poor concentration, I’ll
take the time to ask questions
to uncover the root causes.
Who should see me Women
who don’t feel well but keep
being told their “labs are fine.”
Also, those who want to boost
wellness before pregnancy.
Why I do it My defining moment
was after the hormone replacement therapy controversy in 2002—
when thousands of women took
estrogen plus progestin to see if
it would prevent heart disease and
hip fractures and instead increased
their risk of breast cancer, heart
attacks, and cardiovascular
disease. I enjoy helping women
discover that holistic wellness
is the path to lasting health.

LAYERING Rx

Drew tank in cherry
print by Joie, $118;
cusp.com. 3x3 ribbed
flyaway cardigan
in cranberry by Spring
+ Mercer, $56; at
Bloomingdale’s. Lava
miniskirt in stone
by Trina Turk, $138; at
Bal Harbour Shops,
305-861-8044. Luna
belt in teak by Kristin
Kahle, $125; shop
hysteria.com. Brown
leggings by DKNY,
$15; bloomingdales.com.
Brown wedge heel
oxford by A. Herchcovitch for Melissa, $140;
saksfifthavenue.com.
Jewelry by Wasabi, Hazel
and Harlow, and Margaret Solow; see p.138
for buying information.

wardrobe styling by Sabine Feuilloley, hair by Martyn Foss Calder, makeup by Rob van Dorssen

Instead of tights, pair
leggings that end just
above the ankles with
sturdy heels or booties.

foodie fighter
ANDREA BEAMAN
Holistic Health Counselor
What I do Instead of focusing
solely on macro and micro nutrients the way a nutritionist would,
I also consider a patient’s habits
and lifestyle.
Who should see me Anyone
who’s ready to take full responsibility for her health and who
doesn’t want to say “I wish I’d
taken better care of myself” at
the end of her life.
Why I do it In 1997 I was diagnosed with an incurable thyroid
disease. As a natural-food chef,
I wanted to try healing myself
through nutrition and exercise
instead of radioactive medicine.
It worked. I think our modern
medical system is screwed up—
attacking and removing problematic body parts. We need our body
intact to make the best journey
through life. I give people less destructive options and teach them
to heal without invasive procedures.

LAYERING Rx
Streamline layered
shirts with a sweatervest; two intertwined
scarves will add an
extra dash of color.
Pocket henley in
 live green by Stewart
o
+ Brown, $84; stewart
brown.com. Yellow
mini check shirt by G1,
$140; at Kiwi Design,
718-622-5551. Knit
V-neck vest in gray
heather by Trina Turk,
$128; at Bal Harbour
Shops, 305-861-8044.
Revelation jeans
by Loomstate, $158;
loomstate.org. Scarves
by Eileen Fisher and
Lutz&Patmos and
necklace by Mixology
NYC; see p.138 for
buying information.
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